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The pzoblei of devsing adequate safegard@ for an high voltae
ytm ows rapidly a the eamplezity of the smystm inoreases. The

philosopb' and practioe of rendering a stm safe Is discussed and
its application to a eomplez systm described In detail.
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Rendering an isolable high teion unit electrically safe seldom
presents any difficultios, but an eztensive system may present a evere
problem. While &Y case ust be considered an its own merit the
principle* involved do not varyt for exemple it is always nooseary to
ensure that interlocks will fall safe.

For this reau on it was considered worthwhile to describe the
application of these principles to a specific ezmple of an eleotriosl
system oapable of delivering lethal shocks.

2. RULES AND PRCUMTS

In non-experimental work the regulations usually observed ae the
1.13. Regulations [1j and the lectrioity Regulations of the Factories
Act [2] . The famer has no legal status altkough it is certainly
accepted as a code of good practice.

Mxperimental wo't is formally exempted from the Factories Act but
it is ezpeoted that its rules should be adhered to whorever possible.

heMr is, in additio, a common law responsibility to provide safe
working conditions although this does not entail going to extrme
lengths to protect personnel from remote dangers.

The effect of these -Inities from regulations in to place the
responsibility for the safety of experiments firmly on the scientist.
Usually he requires assistanoe, and establiebments using such iagh
voltage equipment issue their own supplemeta atio s. Such
compilations are the A.W.R.E. Instructios 41/=48, =l which are In the
process of being superseded by Instruction /62 a4J and A.3.L.
Instruction SC.5/1900 DJ. Thes have the useful property of telling
the experimntalist what he can do rather than what is to be avoided,

Finally t re Is 'leetrioal Accidents and their Causes'
published by the N.L..I. Factories Inspectorate whick provides graphic
illustrations of actual incidents N6J. Thew provide an insight into
the war aceidants oocur and, one hopes, give some practice in
discrimination between possible and likely aooidents.

3. OUAL PINCIPLS

All equipment over 500 V associated with a stored energy of I J
or over 5 kY with an output of more than 5 1 is dangercn althouA
the hasard arises mainly from secondary eunes, e.g. falling. When
these values are raised to 20 : and 50 W respectively the equipment
is lethal in its ow right.

When eneperimsatal arrangement has been declared danerous it is
necessary to make it responsible to one men. The Aldermarton system is
to designate a suitable person and make him directly responsible after
the Superintendentl such people as the establisment Safety Officer
acting in a purely advisory capacity. The duty of the designated
officer is to certify operators as fully trained or adequately
supervised, that people are awar of the hazards existing, and that
such vnkilled persons as oleanors work in designated areas only wen
Instructed. It is understood that a mam should never work alone en
lethal apparatus. So seemd mans should be sufficiently skilled to be
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useftl in an emergency and a labourer or a person under twenty-one is
not accept able. The apparats will normally be interlocked,9 and It is
only 00-a. nose to demand that the onership of the operat ing key is
well defined.

Before starting work It Is essential to ensre tat the working
area is clear. A warning klazn mounded a short time before switching
on in reooinded, supplemented by Inspection of the ae. Turning an
should activate red. warning lighs.

Asuming an accident oocurs it oust be possible to turn off the
equipment positively and safely* Apart fin. poemaet legible notics
to delineate the designated areas it in necessary to mazk all essential
controls to indicate function. Crash switches should also be placed in
all working areas.

It is obviously unwise to pemt unassociated, work to be carried
an in the designated area and most codes of practice stress good house-
keeping, I.** eliminating trailing wires, etc.

Davios ontaining capacitors should be contained In a cabinet
fitted with gate switches, either Castell mechanical or eleotro-
meehanis, arranged to fail safe and be reasonably temper proof. These
should cut off the supply and discharge the ocadeners om, opening the
door. Cables onnecting much cabinets should themselves be intrlocked.
Where automatic discharging Is not possible an earthing rod Is
acceptable bat the best practiee is to use the rod, to supplement
autoatic devics

Interlocks themselves raise nmy problem. It Is clearly
Impossible to produce a completely temper-proof infterlock, and A.LLL.
go so far as to say my interlocking system depends en co-operation by
the staff. While Interlocks are aoeptable for routine operation,
servicing etc. usually requires an overriding facility. Tine locks,
nc-volt release, end dead men's handle-type switches are palliatives
rather than aumrs to this quest ion. Other helf-measures are
szhortat ions to keep one hand In the pocket or use Insulating mats or
gloves.

Ifficent earthing Is essential and with pulse operation earth
loops ost be obviated. Tery large voltages my them appear between
adjacient earths and this Introduces problm of Its own and one
solution Is to render the area 'earthk froe'. DI .

Finally, associated haserds mast be onsidered, bursting
ondensoes or Uhe generation of X-reys.

Most codes of practice also stipulate ragular Inspect ion.

The original experimental, ariagument envisaged a mechanically
Interlocked room containing all the hasardisus apparatus, and a
meaenieal laterleck was In fact Iistalled Remver, an ave., der was
necessary to peamit adjustlments to be made and tWes together with the
growth In cemplity of the rtg, made the safeness of the ~te
doubtful, The following Is a brief descuiption of the system at this
pelat which snt be ialuded to allow subsequent setiam to be
approeiat.4.
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The apparatus was desiged to generate underwater electric sparks
in the energ range 1 to 100 J witfin a seven-foot dimter steel
vessel pressurized up to 150 lb/in, the electrical energ being stored
in a condenser bank placed above the pressure vessel. Provision was
made for measuring the potential across the spark gap using a voltage
divider and current through te circuit using a transformer. In the
original and unsafe form the main earth was oonected to the shielded
box containing the oondenser bank and the pressure vessel, metal
scaffolding catwalk, and gantry supporting the overhead lifting tackle
were earthed individually to a single point on this; an arrangement
neoessary to eliminate inductive loops. Apart from electrical
measurements photogra pic records of the spark were to be taken using
a spark light source but the omeras have been adapted for remote
operation and the flash source is readily isolated.

The associated measuring instrments and other control gear are
situated in the nezt room and under norsal operating conditions it
should not be necessary to go into the room containing the pressure
vessel.

The arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. The control desk is at C and t
tank at T. 81 and 32 are electrical distribution panels for the two
sets of apparatus, 8 possessing duplicate controls overriding 82,
The doorway D4 was fitted with a Cantell interlock system, whick
providsd for overriding at 82 for fault-finding. The L.N.To generator
was placed at Go

The most significant feature of the room oontaining the condenser
bank (3) to the Safety Officer is its dampness. Most tank operations,
such as filling, result in water being spilt on the floor and tank
platform.

5. TE CIRWITS TO BE SA A LJ.

The main hasard was presented by the condenser bank placed above
T in figure 1. If all the elements were parallelled and charged to full
voltage an enSer of 600 J would be available at 25 kM.

On switching the circuit given in figure 2 the condensore are
discharged through the spark gap and as water is a conducting medium
there is so means of isolating the steel pressure vessel. If a
thyratron unit is used as a switch the whole unit will momentarily
attain the condenser bank voltage.

The main oondenser bank is charged from the generator 0 and the
voltage measured with electrostatic mters in console C which are
connected directly to the oondemser bank.

To eliminate earth loops the earth connections are made to a
single point as shown in figure 3. Although the circuit diagrum in
figure 3 suggests the circulatory current should not give rise to anmy
potential variations at the earth oonotion it is found in prantio
that large voltage charges ooour, kowever well the system is earthed
(see appendix). It follows that large potential differences normally
appear between the various branches, A, 3, C etc., and these may well
be larger under fault conditions.

An alternative experimental arrangement replaces the condenser
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FIG.E MODIFIED ARRANGEMENT OF APPARATUS
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bank and Z.H.?. generator by a Mazz-Goodlet inpuls generator capable
of delivering 10 J, 75 kV pulses. The supply voltages and the energ
available in the control room are very much lower than in the previous
came but the earth pulses are more severe.

Apart from the main discharge there are a number of trigger
generators with their associated power supplies. Each of these supplies
is capable of delivering 25 1 at 5 kV and they are used to oharge the
oondmnsers to a mazim 100 J. This enera wee available at the Z.H.To
input panel, the contacts being accessible with the plug remove. The
output of the trigger units was derived from a pulse generator which
would normally give up to 20 kV peak voltage output.

6. APPLICATIVE

Before attempting to apply the principles outlined in section 3
it is as well to consider the requirementt~euliar to this
establisheent. The standing regulations L8 permit the expermenter
to dispense with all mechanical safety devices if he sees fit. However,
there in no tradition of lethal high voltage work and apparently no
curb on the peregrinations of window cleaners and other maintenance
personnel; for this reason a fully interlooked system was specified.

While accepting that interlocks require the sympathetic
co-operation of staff, laboratory tradition still demanded a design of
interlock easier to use than misuse. As a simplification the restricted
area was divided into two positions: the control dosk room in which all
potential sources of danger were protected by temper-proof interlooks;
and the tank room, nonsally protected by a Castell meohanical interlock,
where overriders gave access to a room in which devices were fully
interlocked though of less sophisticated desieu. The justification
for this was that access to the door interlock keys was to be restricted
and access to the tank room under potentially dangerous conditions
limited to qualified personnel.

All the solutoes to the override problem quoted are rather
unwieldy and the override key was made to operate a klaxon with 1 in
10 duty cycle so that it would be impossible to be unaware that the
overriding facility was being used.

The .LL reomndation that outlets of different phase should
be separated by at least ton feet m disregarded. Apart from
distributing the load equally between the phases it was neoessar to use
all phases to eliminate maine pick-ap. Outlets for all three phases
appeared on both distribution boards and in the oonsole. To offet
this adequate labelling and coding was eplqed.

7. SAIl!! P330MRION IN TANK ROOM

Probably the greatest danger in the tok room Is associated with
the large potential diffoenoes which wy arise between adjacent
earthe. To eliiato earth loope the earth connections are made as
in figure 3 and under noma working conditions larg curreats ma flow,
and in the worst eases large potetials appear acros bles whick are
connected together a few inches neaer earth. Under uaspeoified foult
conditions a large porportion of the stored emq ma be available
n thin way.

The original apparatus shoe in figure 7 had the main earth at
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the top of the copper box with the gantry, catwalk and tank system
earthed independently to this point.

To ensure that it was not possible to touch adjacent earths
inadvertently the scaffolding oatwalk was removed and replaced by a
wooden one. Cross bars were introduced into this to make it
Impossible for an unoonsolous person to roll or fall from platform to
floor. The copper tank was isolated from its metal bearer below by
pazolin sheet and from the ports in the pressur vessel by I in. perspez
shoot.

The gentry raised a problem as it was not possible to isolate it
effectively from the floor in wet oonditions and the overhead girder
of the gantry could not be shielded without drastically reducing the
head room. For this reson the top girder of the gantry was
electrically isolated from the rest.

Metal frameworks in easy reach of each other and also actual earth
lines were then boxmed in with framed plywood. 15 kV grade rubber
matting was laid on the catwalk, a hi er specification being
superfluous as most of the conductivity in the frequently wet conditions
is along the surfsoe. Similar matting was also placed on working area.
Figures 8A and 8B show these modifications.

The copper box contained the main condenser bank end as it was
desirable to see the contents during setting up, perspez doors
interchangeable with the interlocked upper doors were fitted rather
than introduoe overides. Two separate sets of switches were installed.
Short circuit switches of the type shon in figure 9 wer placed in
parallel with the condenser bank and double ganged mioroswitohes as
described In section 9 were used to switch off the B.t.T. supplies and
sound a siren when the door was opened with the mains on. Neither of
these switohes was made tamper-proof as this was difficult mechanically
and, when the I~..generator was an, access to the copper boz was
restricted to selected key-holding personnel. Also in the copper box
was a large gravity-opera . relay coupled with the Castell interlock
system which was arranged to short-circuit the condenser bank in the
deactivated position (fig. 10). A mioroswitoh mounted an the relay
wa used to switch off the B..T. generator in the safe position to
prevent larg short circuit currents from being established.

The test vessel was preserisead by an breulio accumlator and
the specification called for a control tap at the console. To
provide effective isolation the copper tube used for the pipeline was
broken at the wall between control and tank room and a rubber tube
inserted, the pipeline elsewhere sheathed in Porte tubing. The
presuising gas, nltrogen, is not likely to provide a conocting path.

As the system stands the spark gap may be withdrawn from the
took without tripping say Interlocks. In order that the operator
should be in no doubt that the device was safe a high voltge switch
was placed Immediately above the top tank ports which was to be used
to short circuit the condenser bank and turn off the I.S.T. units.
A perspez cover on this switch allowed the ation to be seem (fig. 11).
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FIG.9 COPPER BOX INTERLOCK SWITCH

FIG. 10 GRAVITY OPERATED RELAY
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MG. 11 PERSPEX COVERED SAFETY SWITCH

Crash switches were placed in a safe area at N and at the top of
the catwalk stairs. The safe area was covered with insulating rubber
matting.

The whole room was protected by a Castell mechanical interlock
on the door which controlled the I.N.T. breaker and the heavy gravity
operated relay placed as described above. The interlock switch for
normal operation being at 81, with the override switch at 8. The
override switch was double gangp operating a klaon at a du cycle
of one in tan, so that it would be Impossible for the override to be
left oan without being aware of the fact. Theeolotri al arrangement
is shown in fiure 12.

To ommaris, with the door interlock overrides access to the
tank room could be attained with all supplies on. The interlooks
controlled the B.N.T. circuit breaker and oondenser bank discharging
devices only. The Interlocks were rudimentary and intended only to
protect experieaced personnel during essential equipment testing and
maintenance.

8. inin 0Li.X

The IL.T. generator was placed in the control room for
convenleoe at 0 in figure 1. Fixed above this was a resistor chain
consisting of twmtj orgnito tubular resistors rated St 100 each
contained in a ban (fig. 13). It n y of the condenser discharging
devices In the large copper box at 3 jimmed this bank would take
6 k1 before the overload trip engaged, and so the mains dropper was
fitted with blowers. The resistor ohain was completely enclosed by a
box end the metal portions earthd. It was arranged that in the
event of am resistor disintegtlng there was no electrical path to
an earth or mains. The lid to this box was fitted with an interlocked
hinge as described In section 9.
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Two leads ran from the dropper, one to the console and measuring
devices, the other to the copper box in the tank room. The maxim
voltage to be carried was 25 kVt D.C. but as there was an almost certain
probability of a rapid change in voltage the line UR17, rated at 22 kV
for pulse operation was specified.

Inside the console the cable entered a distribution box (fig. 14).
This contained three relays. The E.H.T. line was connected through the
actuating ooil of the first and, if a ourrent greater than 10 mA was
passed, actuated the mains breaker (fig. 15). The second and third
served to switch in or out of the circuit two low range soalamp
voltmeters, a high range soalamp meter remaining always in circuit.
These relays were of the type shown in figure 10. The relay box and
scalemp boxes were interlocked with hinge switches, the latter being
hinged on top and in front (fig. 16).

The small B.H.T. units, trigger units and cables posed a more
difficult problem. The experiment called for two Z.H.T. units, two
trigger units and two cables. Prudence and past experience demanded
a spare trigger unit and cable. This eliminates the fitting of
permanent cables imediately and suggests plugs and sockets.

Two points arise: the plugs must be interlocked, and there was
the possibility that the wrong cable would be connected at the tank
roam end. To overcome all objections the following scheme was used:

(1) The two E.H.T. units were placed in a box with an inter-
locked hinge (fig. 17).

(2) The E.H.T. mains supply was arranged to come from the trigger
units, special mains plugs being provided to ensure the wrong
supply was not being used.

(3) The trigger unit was fitted with an aatomatic discharging
relay to operate on switching the mains off.

(4) The trigger unit was fitted with hinge interlocks on the
servicing access panel.

(5) The E.H.T. input plugs and the pulse output plugs were
interlocked ifig. 18).

(6) The pulse cables were interlocked into the copper box at D.

(7) D=W interlocks were provided at both ends for the spare
pulse cable.

(8) The control room interlocks were placed in series with the
mains breaker and the tank room interlocks with the E.B.?.
breaker.

-16 -
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FIG.15 LEAK DETECTING RELAY

FIG17 kV GENERATOR SOX
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FIG18 OORHINGE WITH MICROSWITCHES

Tb.. control room door was fitted with a hinge interlock operating
the main contact breaker (fig. 19). This gave limeodiate access in case
of accident and at the sawe tims rendered all circafts safe. To
prevent abuse warning bells wer placed outside the door and In the tank
room which operated when the ains switch was closed with the door open*
Warning notice*, a red light and intercomnication facilities with the
control roam were provided outside the door. The letter was made
completely soerate, fromt the main system. Crash safety switches were
fitted at control board and console*

To oimarse, the control facilities have been separated from the
working portion of the apparatus, partly in the Interests of safety,
and placed In an interlock protected room.

The facilities In the control room have been protected by
nominally temper-proof Interlocks for which no overriding facilities
have been provided and all of which control the mains breaker. As this
controls the circuit breaker an the 3L... units a very substantial
depee, cf protection is provided.

9. E!P3 01P NP.0m USE

Apart from the standard Cantell mechanical interlock, three types
of interlock were used, all electrical. The most widely employed. was
the hinge switch based on a mioroewitch. A mioroewitch has a limited
life and an atmtic falt detecting system was devised. Assmmn"
that the only form of dumag is mechanical, I.e., contacts welding or
a broken spring, the system show In figure 20 is Intrinsically safe.

This switch comprises two 2-pale changeover microewitches ganged
mechanically., The main. is carried by the top pair of contacts which
are normally oloeed If both switches are not In the sawe state a
continuou path is available through the centra contacts and this Is
used to operate a klazon (fig. 21). The lowest pair of contacts Is
unsed szcept In the door switch where It operates the bell circuit.

The mechanical arrangement of one of the hinge switches is show
in figure 19. The design akes tempering difficult. Yow ezemplog to
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gain access to the control room door switch it is necessary to remove
the door.

Similar miorovitchos are used for the plug interlock on the E..T.
trigger generators. The mechanical desiga is show& in figure 18 and it
can be se that theme may be countered by a loss determined attack than
the hinge switches. The electrical operation is depicted in figure 22.

The third type is a simple plunger switch shown in figure 9,
fitted in the copper box at B. These are easily tempered with and rely
on rugged ocmstrmtion for reliability.

10. fl.3NOT

Most odes of practice stipulate regular inspection of safety
interlocks by an autonomous safety eotioa. A.LL. has no such section
and ephasis was placed on producing safety devices which really did
fail safe rather .han plaoe reliance on inspeotion by interested
parties.

This situation Is far frm idesl sand it is suggested that regular
inspeotions be made from outside the establi bsent If it is not
possible to appoint a competent internal safety officer.

11.* C0ICUSI

The systm devised attempts to steer a cours between the twin
pitfalls of having to provide overriding facilities and stimlating a
desire to outwit the interlocks. perience will show if it is
successful.
12a K 05

This project was initiatod by Mr. H. H. Margery.

The application of the basic ideas was threshed out in disussions
with the Drawing Office sections headed by Mr. Abercrombie and
Mr. Harrison, Mr. Noweambe of the first section eriting individual
mntiom for his suggstious. These sections were also responsible for
the more tireome Asign work.

Mr. Winter and Mr. freeth of the Kinistr, of Works rendered yeomn
service in translating our vamal wiring diagrm into hardware end
moh help was given by the latter in keeping our scheos within the
spirit of the 1.2.L regulaftios.

A. 0. 1. oM Mton (8.B.o.)
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APPENDIX

The Ori'in of the Uarth Pulso

It is usually possible to assume that a 'good' earth will maintain
at an unvarying potential although this is clearly suspect wbore such
energ is handled by an earth return. The circuit for gonerasting
underwater sparks is represented by figure 4 and when the switoh in
closed a purely circulatory current flows. The a rth point does, in
fact, suffor a sharp change in potential and it is difficult to see how
this 'oaZth pulso ariso.

The earth mst be considered as having some impedance and it Is
umal to specify earths in toms of impoda oa to Infinity. to give a
nuesrical valuep three obhs would be oonsidered a very good earth In
a normal laboratory installation. Suppose, in the case considered,
that the earth resistance may be represented by a resistanoO r in series
with a perfect earth. The perfect earth in turn Is most conveniently
oaidered as an infinitely large capacitor. Distributed stray
oapacitances appear across all oomponents and these nay be represented
to a good apprazImation by lumped capacitances to earth from either side
of the major components and shnting the component. A simplification
which will not otherwise effect the analysis is to make the load a pure
resistano without strays and "eplace the switch by a short circuit.

The result Is shown In figure 5, Z representing the inevitable
impedance between oaotn earth point, show as a heavy dot, and the
earthy side of the oondnserso.

This may be simplified isediately for the schme in figure 6 in
which C' comprises C + Cc and 1 an Impure ombination of R and CA-
The circulatory current I will divide between arms A and B of the
parallel network and the potential of the oamon earth point becomes
ir with respeat to earth where I is given by-

I - 1. Zi

since the centre point of A is at earth potential.

The manltudo of I is determined primarily by I and oondemser
voltaeq the rate of current rie by the cilruit indotanoe and the
dea again by R. With an infinitely slow current rise I will be sero
but with increasing rato of rise the impedance of network A will fall
below that of D due to the lndotive oampaent in S. The shorter the
current rise therefore, the greater the earth pulse will boo

The only element smenable to manipulation Is 0j but ooemeoting
the shield@ of the condenser bank to the B.L?. line Is not a very
attractive proposition.
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